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Commission attack ed for unobtrusive booths
% DANIEL L. DEPASQUALE
O m i w A m t l a U Writer
Randy McCaslin. Budget Board
Chairman, blasted the Election
Commission's failure to adequately promote Student Caucus elections during Monday'* Budget
Board meeting.
"When 1 walked by the Allyn
Hall Poll, 1 thought they were
running a bake sale therel"
McCaslin exclaimed. "They wonder why only 10 percent of the
students vote. I can hardly see the
signs they have up there now. 1
walked by one polling place twice
during the day, and there
couldn't have been more than
three people who voted between
times."
ONE WEEK EARLIER the

Board granted SI 75 in funds to
the Election Commission to reinstate the Millett Poll. The minutes of the April 16 meeting
revealed the reasons for the
decision:
1) The Board originally failed to
recognize the implications of a
commuter atmosphere. Services
must be taken to the students.
2) The election commission had
the option of eliminating the
library poll, to free funds to
reestablish the Millett Poll.
3) THE BUDGET BOARD requested that detailed records of
traffic flow through the polls be
recorded and filed at either
Student Caucus or the Office of
Student Development. Previously
no data had been kept, and the

lack of information led to the
original decision to eliminate the
Millett Poll.
4) The information will be
subject to ; nspection by a member
of ihe Board, after which the
Election Commission will make
their budget requests for the
following year.
Despite the reprieve. McCaslin
felt the Commission was still not
fulfilling their responsibilities.
"THE ANSWER to the lack of
student participation is not more,
polls, but more promotion and
advertisement." he said. "Some
people don't even know that there
is an election going on. It is up to
the Election Commission to build
enthusiasm for the students to
vote."

In other business, the Board
looked over budget requests for
WWSU Radio and the Inter-Club
Council (ICC).
WWSU increase requests were
based in part by the station's
attempt to get FCC (Federal
Communications Commission) approval to operate at 100 Watts.
WWSU is presently operating at
10 watts, but approval for a new
license could come in January.
THE BOARD suggested alternate solutions to obtain the $4000
in capital to fund the project, but
then decided to put off any decisions until future actions by the
FCC and the University could be
assessed. A request for S4000 in
recording equijmient_aiidj l j Q O jn_

line rental funds are also under
assessment until the University
Administration ma'.es public
their budget allocations for the
year.
Another SI450 was requested
to pay a stipend to the General
Manager. Program Director, and
Operations/Traffic Director. Increased work load and need for
professionalism were cited. $918
was requested to cover costs for
broadcasting WSU basketball
away games.
ICC requested a boost in funds
from $7955 last year to S970< this
year. Primary increases were due
to rising costs for entertainment
at both Maydaze and Octoberdaze.

Wright State expecting addition this summer
By CHERYL WILLIS
Guardian Staff Writer
Wright State will have at least
two new buildings by 1980.
Construction on Rike Hall will
begin this summer, according to
John Westenkirehner. architect.
The gtound breaking for the Ambulatory Care Building will be on
May 4.
RIKE HALL is to be used by
the College of Business and Administration. The basement of the
building will be used Sw the
audio-visual services currently
found under the library, noted
Westenkirehner.
Contained in Rike Hall will be
five general classrooms, three
accounting labs, one behavioral

lab and a computation. Westenkirehner said the behavioral lab
will be used by management
classes and the computation lab
will be connected to the computer
in the library.
The audio-visual services to be
moved to the partial basement in
Rike Hall include a tape center for
the handicapped, an audio-tutarial lab. and an audio-visual
distribotion center.
THE COMPUTER center will
expand into the library space
vacated by audio-visual services.
Westenkirehner said the building should be completed within
one to one ami a half years. He
did remark, however, that although they "never anticipate

problems, they do sometimes
occur."
According to David Buzzard,
director of communications of the
School of Medicine, the new
Ambulatory Care Building will be
"a series of office spaces where
faculty members will see patients." The new building will
also provide an opportunity for
medical students to observe the
faculty working.
THE FACILITY will be used to
care for patients who are capable
of walking in and patients who are
not kept overnight.
The building will also be
operated on a familv medicine
system, according to Buzzard
Wot only can the whole family Pe

treated in the same place but functions only under supervision
there is also a continuity of care. by a qualified physician.
Buzzard described it as being
The people in Fairborn and in
advantageous because
"The the Greene County area seem to
same doctor follows a patient or be underserved in the medical
family over a period of time."
area and the new building would
benefit people in these areas, said
Buzzard said that a big issue in Buzzard.
medical care is the cost. He said
Buzzard felt that the advanthat since the dotors would be tages offered by the facility lie in
sharing space and resources, it its nearness to those it was
should "give a handle on con- intended to serve and in the lar.se
trolling money." Since it will be a number of clinical services ofstate facility, the patient's fees fered.
will be returned to the School of
Medicine.
BUZZARD POINTED out that
they would be able tu run most
BUZZARD NOTED that stu- common tests and will have a
dents would act as observers and Pharmacy and a Radiologv dewould be able to perform certain pgnmgnii
—

WSU medical student speaks up to get voice in Caucus
By MIKE HOSIER
GwardU" AiMctatr Rdtlor
Disagreeing with a majority of
his fellow Student Caucus member*. Ken Markus, Caucus representative for the School of
Medicine, feel* that the Med
school should continue to have a
seat oo the Student Caucus.
"I think you could say." said
Markus, "that I oppose the
(Student Caucus) constitutional
amendment t a d want to retain
the Caucus *eat."
THE AMENDMENT that Markus referred to 1* the one presently CM the Student Caucus elections ballot. The issue, as other
Caueu* membeu see fc, is that
the School of Medicine has an

internal organization that serves
the same purpose as the Academic Council.
Si* of the eight members of the
Student Caucus sit on the Academic Council and It is felt that a
Representative from the Med
school sitting on the Council
deprives other colleges of represen.ition that they would otherwise have.
In addition, it was noted that
the Medical School alao has a
Medical School Student Council
that serves much the same function as the Student Caucus.
CAUCUS, AND the over one
thousand students who signed a
petition to place the Issue on the
ballot, fait removal of the med

school representative would not
hurt the school of Medicine.
Steve Bentson, Caucus Chairer, added, in an article in yesterday's issue of the Guardian,
that rather than "eliminating the
med school from any kind of
involvement with the University
(in relation to the Student Caucus). there should be some kind of
referral between the two councils."
Said Markus. "I've heard and
read a lot of comments that
Medical Students are well taken
care of and receive representation
through other means rather than
Caucus.
"THE FACT REMAINS that if
we lose our Caucus seat, we leat

our representation on the Academic Council and our input into
the approval and selection of
students or. University committees.
"There's no doubt that we are
affected, albeit to different degrees. by Council decisions."
Markus died examples such as
decisions made by the Council as
to policies affecting the emergeacv closing of the University and
Budget reviews that take place
during Council meetings.
"LIKEWISE, University committee decisions also effect the
medical students.
"One only has to look at committee listings and realize that
Food Service, Parking Services.

and lots of ether committees
either directly or indirectly affcrt
medical students to some extent.
"There has been some qualms
that there is a separate Meaical
School Student Council, but I
need only point out that every
other college and school at
Wright State has tiV;ir own internal system. A good example is the
Student Nursing Committee,
which handles uniS.rm policy.
Almost every college has Its own
petitions committee, which is not
appointed to by Stadent Caucus.
"IF THE SCHOOL of Medicine
loses its seat and its rotating seat
(SM 'STUDENT

ge7)
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( UNITED PRESS INTERNA TIONAL )
Resuming of military registration protested
WASHINGTON UPI - A House
subcommittee's approval of resuming military registration for
18-year-old men for the first time
since Vietnam already has
brought shouting protesters into
the halls of Congress.
There will be more of the same
across the country.
The House Armed Services
subcommittee on military personnel voted unanimously Monday to require the President to
register all males who become 18
on or after Jan. 1. 1981.

THE PROPOSAL, which must
be approved by the full committee
before it can be debated by the
House as part of legislation
authorizing weapons purchases
and setting mi'itary strength ceilings, would not go into effect until
after the 1980 congressional and
presidential elections.
Several hundred young people,
waving Vietnam-era signs that
depicted draft card burnings and
resist-the-<iraft slogans, protested against registration as a
step toward resuming the draft

and chanted. "Hell, no, we won't
go!" outside Ihe Capitol.
About 100 of them later
jammed a House office building
hallway outside the office of Rep.
Paul McCloskey, R-Calif. They
continued their chant and argued
noisily with the congressman,
who has proposed that all youths men and women - be obligated to
perform either civilian or military
service.
REV. BARRY LYNN, head of
the Committee Against Registra-

tion and the Draft, condemned
the registration plan as "a fraduIcnt and cowardly act" and said.
"We want a full-blown debate
before thev take any of us away
again."
Congressmen who addressed
the rally pledged to fight the
proposal. The demonstration was
one of 70 scheduled across the
nation this week.
The last draft call up was in
1972 as American troops prepared to leave Vietnam. Registration. unpopular because of the

Indochina war and scorned by
many young men who refused to
comply, was scrapped three years
later.
BUT REGISTRATION and possible return of the draft now are
being discussed because of claims
the all-volunteer military system
cannot draw enough qualified recruit

Send
your
letters

Califano will deal with alcoholismOhio Indians allowed
to obtain bird feathers

By DEAN REYNOLDS
WASHINGTON UPI • HEW
Secretary Joseph Califano. already well into a campaign to discourage cigarette smoking, is
about to strike out on a different
front - alcohol consumption,
Califano chose the annual conference of ihe Nalional Council on
Alcoholism yesterdav as his for-

um to present a new plan for
funding and research to deal with
the problem of alcoholism in
America.
On Friday the conference heard
from ('apt. Joseph Purseh. who
heads (he Navy's alcoholism rehabilitation treatment center in
long Beach. Calif. I'ursch said.
"There are no hopeless aleo-

Volcanic gas explosion,
flooding occur in Indonesia
JAKARTA. Indonesia UPI - A
oleanic lake swelled by tropical
rains burst its banks and belched
down a torrent of swirling water
and gigantic boulders that killed
nearly 80 people, local authorities
said yesterday.
A volcanic gas rxplosion was
initially Mamcd for breakup the
Hanks Monday of the lake atop
the 9,000-foot Gunung Mcrapi
volcano in the Indonesian island
if Sumatra. But local officials
ater said ri-ins caused the disas:er.
Local newspapers put the conIrmed death toll at 79 but
officials expected it to climb
because of the savage fury of the
water torrent, w hich killed people
•s far as 20 miles away from the
volcano.
" T H E BODI7S were broken
into several par.s," one witness
kaid. "It was horrible."
"We started the rescue operalion Monday night, but at night

we could not do much." said local
official Oatuk Bandaro. "We are
stili looking for victims but we
have not found any since yesterday "
The Cuming Merapi volcano,
one of the highest peaks in the
island of Sumatra, is about 70
n ,j; c s n , i r l h o f l h c r e g i o n a | c i p i .
la|.
a n ( l 20 miles south of
Bukiiingi, a trade center It is
some hSO miles northwest of
Jakarta.
A PADANG OFFICIAL said the
crater lake was swelled by tropical rains that have been falling for
several days and burst through
the wall of rocks and earth surrounding it Monday.
The waters rushed down the
slopes, carrying tons of mud,
rocks and trees and destroying ai
least five villages and small
towns. Victims were crushed by
boulders weighing as much as
one ton or were washed away, the
official said

Campus police allowed to
arrest outside property
COLUMBUS UPI - The Ohio powers. The law would also allow
House Monday passed 73-11 and 'he police to go outside the
sent to the Senate a bill allowing university grounds to investigate
university police officers to pur property offenses committed on
sue and make arrests outside university territory.
university ptoperty of people who
commit a misdemeanor on the
Rep. Thomas Bell, D-Cleveschool's grounds.
land, spoke in opposition, saying
The sponsor. Rep. John Bega- universities arc already protected
la. D-Kent, said the law is needed through reciprocal agreements
to cottect previous legislation that with neighboring police depart-

holics.

only

alcoholics without

hope."
GOVERNMENT officials said
the new plan Califano proposes
would provide $23 million for
research, prevention and treatment covering si* specific areas:
-Women.
-Youth.

-Workplace help for employees.
-A special HEW employee assistance pUn.
Wife abuse linked to overdrirNng.
Fetal alcohol syndrome.
lalitano was expected to announce actions geared to getting
states, local governments, private
insurers, medical schools and
others to do more in the fields of
education, prevention and treatment ,<t"thc alcoholic.
Govemment statistics show
some 10 million American adults
arc problem drinkers and that
more than J million youths between the ages of 14 a«;i 19 have
problems related to drinking.

COLUMBUS UPI - Legislation
allowing the 6.500 American Indians living in Ohio to obtain bird
feathers for their cultural and
religious traditions cleared the
state House of Representatives
Tuesday.
But before the proposal was
sent to the Senate on a 78-17 vote,
one member openly complained it
would create a legal morass for
plucking feathers and would require the state to set up a
"feather bank."
Rep. Edward J. Orlett. D-Dayton. said he was serious in
pointing out that Indians who
possess feathers and other parts
of certain non-game birds such as
hawks, arc in technical violation
of the law.
"IF ANY OF YOU want to
make sport of this. I caution you
that two of the larger gentlemen
in my row are native Americans
and those two Indians and this
paleface are going to deal with
you." said Orlett.
He referred to Keps. Harry
Maiott. D-Mt. OLrab. and Cliff i
Skeen. D-Akron. each one-quartcr Indian.
The bill sets up an elaborate

application system for the feathers. to be collected by the
Division of Wildlife of the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources
during the molting season.
ANYONE CONVICTED of possessing feathers or other parts of
the restricted birds without permission would face a fine of up to
$100
Rep. Alan F.. Ht rris. R-Westcrville. ridiculed the bureaucracy
accompanying the feather permit.
"It lakes four pages of law to
pluck a feather." he said.
AFTrR FURNISHING proof
that he is at least one-quarter
American Indian or a member of a
recognized tribe, an applicant
would have to await processing
for 30 days. He would have 60
days to correct any deficiencies in
the application.
"That bird's going to rot if it
Jays around for 90 days." observed Norris.
Noting that the division would
issue feathers and other parts of
birds. Norris said the state would
"have to maintain a stock of
t e f h e r s . beaks' and claws. I've
heard of eye banks before, but
never a feather bank." he said.

Programs squeezed from Education Dept.
By STEVE GERSTEL
WASHINGTON UPI • Prcsident Carter appears almost certain of getting the new Department of Education he wants. It
will not. however, house three
programs tha- had to be squeezed
out for political reasons.
five
The Senate Monday approved,
72-21. legislation to establish the
13th executive department, and
sent the bill to the House where a
similar measure died last year in
the adjournment rush.
In a statement from the White
House. Carter lauded the Senate
action and added. "I hope the
House will move quickly to ensure
that federal education programs

attcntie and accountability tha;
they cl irlv deserve."
TH7 DEPARTMENT would
consolidate about 170 programs
now scattered in other departmcnts and agencies. The department. which would tie .argrr than
now in existence, win Id have
a budget of about $14 button and
employ slightly more than 17,000.
But to assure the passage of the
bill, the Senate Governmental
Affairs Committee had to exclude
three major programs with a
spending total of $12.6 billion.
They were Indian education, the
Head Start program an
.iid
nutrition - all of w hich
ay
where they are in HEW and

"No one wants to give up their
own turf," Sen. Richard Schweikcr. R-Pa., lamented.
SCHWEIKER TRIED to scuitle
the proposed department by offering an amendment tha' would
h.'ve oeefed up the role of education in the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare by creating an undersecretary for education with four assistant undersecretaries. He was defeated
58-26.
"We're somewhat deluding
ourselves when we *ay we're
setting up a whole new department when we're taiving out 50
percent of the education pro-
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The Dancers Everyone's Talking About!
Wright State Artist Series - Victory Theatre
Tuesday. May 8, 8:00 PM
Tickets S4 00 S3 50. & $3 OOg^
Hollow Tree Box Office 8 T 3 2900 o r Vi?tory Box Off ; ce 028 7^9^
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The Ohio House of Representative*, in passing a Sib.3 billion
budget for fiscal 1980-81 that includes a freeze on tuition and
instructional fees for those years, has responded to the pleas of their
constituents to keep the cost of education at a manageable level.
The budget is not the final version that will eventually be passed
by the Senate and approved by the Governor, but hopefully the
section dealing with the freeze will stiil be in the hill when it reaches
its eventual end.
If the House passage is any indication of who: the final bill will
look like, then the response of the Representatives is most
encouraging. It is odious that they heard the voice of the student in
the various campaigns sponsored by such anti-tuition increase
groups as the Higher Ambitions. Lower Tuition campaign
sponsored here at WSV by Student Caucus. We can expect that the
other legislators know that the student is hurting as well.
Surely, we can expect these other legislators to help out the
student as well as their colleagues in the House of Representatives.
The idea of state-supported higher education is to provide an
education for those who would not otherwise be able to afford the
costs associated with private colleges. To achieve this end of
affordable education, it is necessary to keep the price of
state-assisted education down to manageable levels.
Now that the House has shown their willingness to help the
students in Ohio's state-supported colleges by increasing the
funding, it will be up to the individual colleges to work with this
mandate given them to keep the prices associated with education
low.
Thcv certainly cannot use the excuse that the Stale is not giving
them sufficient support.
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Those of you who have seen a soap opera
know they are nol very uplifting. Someone's
having an affair with another's wife, while
someone else is blackmailing another person,
and so on. All the soap operas have reached the
point where they all seom to have the same plot.
Occasionally, I catch bits and pieces of soap
operas when someone at home is watching
them. With their pessimistic outlook on life I do
not believe I could sit through one considering
how encouraging ii would be to my personal life.
I imagine peoole can sit through them, though.
WHAT WOULD happen if soap operas were
not depressing? Specifically, what if no one was
blackmailing anyone? What if no one was
having affair with someone's husband or wife?
Unbelievable you say? You say a "happy" soap
would never occur? Well, your probably right.
The Carol Burnett Show had "As the Stomach
Turns". Does that count as a "happy" soap
opera?
The follow ing is an example of one of those
unbelievable, non-depressing soap operas with
a twist. Let us zoom in on Mrs. Soak, a
middle-aged lady, who is sitting on the couch in
the living room crying. Why? Let's find out.
Mrs. Soak: "Oh no! I just don't know what to
do" (Whimper, blow nose, sneeze, blubber). "1
haven't seen my ninc-vear-old son Freddy since
yesterday." (Boo-hoo). "How could he leave me
like this? What did I do wrong?" (She puts her
l-.ead in her hands.) "I gave him a nice home? I
gave him food, clothing, and I even let him
watch the Muppet Show." (Whimper, blow
nose, sneeze, blubber.)
'•AND MY 22-year-old daughter Freddvrica,
my only daughter, is running around with a real
hood: a guy named Brute. Oh, what did 1 do
wrong? I raised her with good morals. Where
did I go wrong?" (She is overtaken by anger). "I
knew I shouldn't have sent her away to a college
like Wright State." (She hesitates).
"And to top it all off. unless 1 give my new
tiddlywinks game to :ny husband's friend Bob,
he'll tell all my friends that I use loaded dice
when 1 play monopoly. Oh woe is m e t "
(Whimper, blow nose, sneeze, blubber...).
'iNTERMISSION
Right now, this soap opera may seem to be
like all the re'.t of them. But wait, what's this?
iFREDDYKICA AND Brute come into the
house.) "Oh Freddyrka how are you? (She gives
Freddyrica a big hug) and vou Brute k™ are
you? (She gives Brute a big hufc). Oh you both
look famished. 1 have some Lemon Meringue
Stew in the oven. I'll get you some,"
"YES 1 HAVE," Brute said, "but thank you
anyway.
(Mrs. Soak sits down.) "Freddvrica, your hair »
a mess. Why don't you brush it?"
"But I did that last month."
"WELL, it needs to be done again. 1 '
"Oh yeah?"
4 *

! « •

- *«-

+%«

"She loves vou."
"Yeah."
"Yeah."
"Yeah."
(They stop and both hesitate.)
"MOTHER, I have something to tell you."
(Mrs. Soaks panics.)
"Oh my God. you're pregnant! I knew it. I
just knew it!"
"Yes Mom, I am pregnant."
"WHERE DID I go wrong?" (Mrs. Soak
moans.)
"Mom. why are you so upset?"
"You don't know why I'm upset? she
screams. "What would you do if your onlydaughter became pregnant before marriage?"
(Whimper, blow nose, sneeze, blubber.)
"BUT MOM."
"No butts. I will not let you smoke in this
house."
"Mom. you don't understand."
"I DO TO. I don't go for this "new morality."
"Mom. I've been married for two years."
"What!"

"DON'T YOU remember the ceremony?"
(She relaxes.) "That's right. I always seem to
forget things like thpt." I remember now. I gave
•uu «ne cnic«-n nox as a wedding present.'
(Suddenly, Freddy bursts through the door.)
MRS. SOAK: Oh Freddy darling, where have
you been? Oh I wish you wouldn't run away
from home like
"Run away?" Freddy questions. "What are
you talking about? I spent the :iight at Jeffy's."
"You what?"
"YOU SAID I could. Last week."
"Oh!"
(Fred runs off. SiiudC-nly. the door bell rings
'Dong-Ding*. Freddyrica operas the door Bob.
the blackmailer, strops in.)
"WHAT DO YOU want from me not., you
villain! mrs. Soak scys. .
(A soremn Bob comcs up to Mr*.. Soak.)
"I've decided not to tell your triends you use
loaded dice when you play monopoly."
"YOU WHAT!" (an amazed Mrs'. Soak asks.)
"Yeah. I've been -hildish to hold something like
thai against ycu."
"I don't see your point," she said sharply.
"The point is I don't care if you use loaded
dice when you play monopoly.
"I SEE your point." ihe said bluntly.
"As for the tiddly-wink game, well I. I... I've
decided to well ah-ah get my owa geme."
"Ok', you're w> wonderful!" (Mrs. Soak
shouis as she hugs Pot.) "I'm glad you have
finally come to your .senses. And you can come
to play monopoly any time you want."
"WITHOUT the loaded dice?"
"Without the loaded dice." (She promises as
they continue to embrace. Then. Mrs. Soak's
husband walks in the door and sees the two
hugging each ether.)
"Hi-.
it's this!" (He bellows.) "What are
you doin:„ *ith rr.y wife..."
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AF rock band is 'slick and professional'
By RORY METCAI.F
liuarilion Musk Writer

chose material well suited to the
band's sound, such as Boston's
Lung Time - an uncanny imitation
of the original, with far superior
barmonies-and tunes by Kansas
and Santana.
ACCORDING TO Sgt. Ken

bands, original material is being
developed. "We're going to put it
on albums first, so we won't be
playing it until it's been release d " said Buckcrv. " W e have an
album that vhould be out in about
six weeks or so. Then we'll
probably have another out by
September. I would imagine."
The first album, which will be
available at no cost through the
Air Force, will consist largely of

One of Davlon's mere unusual
rock cor certs took place Saturday
evening at the Air Force Museum. Mach One. described as the
Air Force's "official rock group,"
gave performance at the Museum's 500-seat theatre, filled to
near capacity with teens, small
children and their parents.
Judging from its press releases
cover versions, with one original
on the band, the Air Force is
tune entitled Think Big.
second to no record company as
far as hype is concerned, so I was
THE BAND looks much less
more than a bit skeptical when I
"military" than their press
went to the show. To my surprise.
photos indicate. Although their
Mach One proved itself one of the Buckcrv. the band's leader, and
hair is regulation length, they
best Top 40 cover bands I've keyboardist the group evolved
wear civvies more fitting a rock
from a tour-piece group which
heard.
outfit. Tlie difference between Air
THERE WERE A few flaws, played at "Official functions, for
Force and rock band images have
however. The worst was an generals and so forth." The
proved interesting for the group.
excruciatingly lone six-song med- members felt that creating a rock
The expectations audiences
ensemble would give the Air
ley of disco: although the musichave of the band are " t h e worst
ianship and vocals (when they Force a more modern image.
problem we have." stated Buck
Mach One now plavs only cover
didn't attempt Bee Gecs-stvlc
erv. "People hear that it's the Air
falsettos) were slick and profes- versions of the hits of other
sional. the setting ol the concert
discouraged any dancing, which
i; the only possible justification
for disco.
Unparalleled opportunity exists for college students soon to
There were moments when
graduate to acquire experience and training in management. If you
slickness was a disadvantage,
are i.i good health and seeking a challenging career, mail your
.luan Gon/ales' vocals on Lynyrd
resume to:
Skvnyrd's What's Your Name
LC'DR P>iug Harrington
were too polished for a raunchy
200 N. High. Suite b0*»
Southern rocker.
Columbus. Ohio 4.1215
For the most part. Mach One

Management Opportunity

Ad paid for by U.S. Navy.

Bob 1 lope
says:
"Red Cross
can teach vou
first aid.
And first aid
can be a
lift- saver."

Share
The
News

Force, and go 'oil. no;' kids salute
us as we pull up to the school, and
they laugh. But after we play a
concert, it's different."
School-age audiences arc the
norm for Mach One-except,
noted Buckery. when the group
plays in parks in Washington
D.C., their home base, and older
people wander by. expecting a
typical brass band w ith Slurs and
Stripes Forever. So Saturday's
concert presented a problem for
them. "Normally." he commented. " W e don't play to a crowd
like this with older people. So we
haven't been playing a lot of
these songs." Their repertoire of
material by Led Zeppelin. Stvx
and Acrosmith was toned down
somewhat to please the "little old

ladies" in attendance.

THEY HAVE NOT had to
contend with much censorship
from the Air Force itself, although thev dropped Styx's Light
Up from their onstage material,
just to be on the safe side.
I'm not sure how effective
Mach One is as a recruiting tool,
but as a rock and roll band they
show a great deal of promise
when they choose appropriate
material.
The test of tf
lent will be
whether they can shift the focus
from excellent executions of other
artists' work to original material
of a comparable calibre.

Learn to

SKY DIVE
Greene County Sport
Parachute Club
Open 7, days year round
Classes 10:00am &'1:00pm daily

Individuals $45.00
Group of 5 $35.00 per ind.

Xenia, Ohio Phone: 513-376-9293
(2Vi miles east of Xenia
south on Monroe Siding Rd.)

ac- •»£• xc •»* •*>: -MC- -a*

W W W U K W S ;

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

£

Tfi
Teache* Education Professional Year College of Education
A program for elementary} education majors
which integrates professional education requirements
into a multi-distipiir.cry, three-quarter experience—alternating
on and off campus classroom experience., includes
student teaching ana senior seminar.
OPEN MEETING for those interested
May 10,1:00 pm Room 343 Millett Hall
for more information contact:
Your Advisor in 321 Millett or Dr. John J. Chiodo 356 K
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CLASSIFIEDS
For Sale
FOR SALE: 1974 White hatchhack Nova 6 cvl. 3 speed - low
mileage - Cheap! No Rust. Call
780-7185. 4-27
WANT TO improve vcur tenuis game'.' Why not use Slazenger's best racket-the "plus."
The "PLUS" retails for over
S60.00. but my price is only
$28.35 with strings and $20.25
without strings. Hurry. I only
have 3 left. Call 252-5034 after
6 p.m. to improve your game.
4-27
FOR SALE: Volvo parts, all
models - 1957 thru !%7 and
more. Call Steve 376-1130
after 5:00 or weekends, or Bo*
K366. 4-27
A CASE of Heinekcn's for only
a quarter'' It's possible in a
raffle for St. Joe's Children's
Home Friday and Monday.
Second pri/c • a Fifth of Jim
Beam, third prize - a case of
Molson's. consolation prizes ? Molson 12-packs. Com 141
students will be selling
chances Friday in Millett lobby
and Monday in Allvn 4-27
FOR SALE: 1970 Maverick 6
cylinder - low mileage - good
running condition - standard
$350.00 Call 473-2467. 4-27
"6 TRIUMPH TR7 Brown 4speed. air, AM FM 8-track.
new brakes and exhaust system, must sell. Gerry 2520010. 4-2"
SR-50A rechargeable Texas
Instruments calculator. Fuellent condition and useful for
math, science. an-J business
majors. Why pay $40 00 for a
new calculator when you car.
obtain this line for $25.00'.'
Write H672 to obtain ihis
value 4-2"
2-15" wheels. 5 " i " bolt pai
tern, Fcnton Gyro mags, with
160 by 15 Supercharger tires
mounted Also 3-U60 by 15
Superchargers. Caps & l ugs
for mags. All fur $85.00.
Wayne 890-5308. 4-27
'67 Dodge Polaro, x-clea" interior. AC. new tires, new
mufflers. Body rough, great
transportation. Make offer 275-7771. 898-3384. 4-27
1972 PONT!AC Ventura. 307
V8, p.s., auto., AM FM 8track, gold body, white H I ,
73.000 miles. 4 dr.. $950. 8793831 after 4 p.m. or mailbox
F334. 5-2
1978 MONZ V light green new
tires. AM FM stereo cassette,
take over payments. W267 or*
254-9665. 5-2

help wanted
AM SETTING UP an aquarium
and need to buy tropical fish
for a good price. Please contact Amy at 882-6253 or the
University Division. 5-1

CONCRETE BLOC K LAYER*
Wanted: The Athletic Depart
ment is attempting to huild
baseball dugouts with volunteer help. Any experienced
block layers who would volunteer to assist should contact
Don Mohr. Athletic Director,
at Ext. 2771. The Raider Club
and other volunteers are going
to work on the dugouts Sunday, May 5. 5-2
HELP WANTED: God reeds
help. Minimum wage, full
benefits for full-time employees. The Empyreans. 9 Birchwood, #IA. Dayton. Ohio.
45405. Phone 278-3036. X-418-C
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer/
year round. Europe. S. America, Australia. Asia. Etc. All
fields. $500-$l200 monthly.
Expenses paid. Sightseeing.
Free information. Write: IJC.
Box 52-32. Corona Del Mar.
CA 92625. X-4-6-8
EASY
EXTRA
INCOME!
$500/1000 Stuffing Envelopes
- Guaranteed. Send Self-addressed. stamped envelope to:
Dexter
Enterprises,
3039
Shrine PI. L.A.. CA. 90007.
x-5-2-5

miscellaneous
TO THE MEN of Beta Theta
Pi: Congratulations on getting
new pledges. Thanks for the
toast ai the Dixie. Keep up the
good work. Love, the Sisteis of
Phi Mu. 5-2
WSU FOOD COOP meeting
well be held Mon May 7, l'i~9
from 5 00 to 6:30 p.m. in room
041 University Center. All arc
invited. 5-2
NFFDKD: Hide to Ke.it State
I'uivcrsity Thursday night or
early Friday May 4 Will share
gas expense and driving. If
you're going up please call
293-2522 and ask for Ruth or
Pat. 5-2
ATTENTION HIGH School
Graduates and college trained.
Summer or permanent positions. We arc now taking
applications for 10-15 weeks
for full-time summer work.
You may start on a parttime
basis now. We have career
positions also available. Call
435-7266. x-5-2-2
PRIVATE PHOT GROUND
SCHOOL - Evening classes
begin May 7th. Greene County
Airport. For more info call
426-8215. x-5-2-2
TERRANCE P. Brennan will
defend his theses entitled
"Use of Synthetic seismograms to evaluate subsurface
structure of the Linton gas
field, Greene County, Indiana." Tuesday May 15 at 9:00
in the Dean's Conference
Room, College of science and
engineering. S-2

THE REHABILITATION club
would like to welcome everyone to their next meeting May
7. room 172 Millett at 3:00
p.m. Guest speaker will be Pat
Moran who is Director of
Alumni Affairs. Please Cornel
5-2
OATH OF Enlistment for the
Empyrean Soldier. 1. (state
name), come before the presence of the Almighty Creator
submitting my will to El. I will
do their discipline; I will win
for El. So it is promised. Paid
for by The Empyreans. 2783036, X 4-18-C

for rent
PERSON WANTED to share
condominium 10 min. (by bicycle) from WSU. $90/mo.
plus 'A utilities - swimming
pool available. Phone 878-0957
ROOMMATE NEEDED at
OSU Med School Call 8661045. 5-2
TWO ROOMS available for
nonsmoking male tennants.
Only 3 miles from WSU campus. $100 per month rent
•ncludes all utilities lexcept
long distance phone calls) plus
personal room. If interested
call 879-4068 and ask for Herb.

personals
TO LYNN, Deb and Mary Beth.
A special thanks for being so
supportive and close. I've
needed i< now and then ana
am always glad your there,
keep our familv growing bigger and closer. All my love, I
your big sis. 5-2
.TRi AND II I II and Karii
eongradulations you've joined
the best! Zeta love and all of
mine. Lvnn. 5-2
lit Y Hill. Newcomb what's
"biblical" mean? Does it have j
anything to do with being a I
rugger? Go For it!! The Ad- j
mirers. 5-2
TO THE SISTERS of ZTA j
Your one hell of a group an'j 1 |
appreciate your bid of sisterhood. Much ZTA love. Love,
Boo-boo 5-2
TO THE GREAT classified
writers of WSU: I'm tired of
editing your lousy classifieds
and I hereby refuse to correct
any more terrible spelling and
grammar such as "your" for
"you're." A Guardian typesetter. 5-2
TO THE FINE women of Delta
Zeta; Siobhan, Sue. Patty,
Annette, and Carrey, thank
you for entertaining the associate members of Phi Kappa
Tau while initiations were
being held, Greg, Dave. Rob.
Greg. Mike. 5-2

JAN. THANKS for being such
a great Buddie, your doing a
great job as membership
chair. Airports arc great place
to met people! Thanks again •
Xi love Angel. 5-2

HEY ALL YOU sausage fans!
The Mighty Betas will be
selling Mcttz and Brats at May
Daze. Bring your hungry body
and enjoy! 5-2
TO THE ALPHA Z's, Pi
Kapps. Barfly. Alpha Gamma
Nus. Phi Taus little 'ses and
ZTA's. We had a great time at
Riverfront you really showed
us that Wright State greeks
have it together. Go for it. The
Blue Blanket ZTA. 5-2
HEY FLAME! Drank any Vodka lately? We'll die together.
Wc know what we want and
we're going to get it. Woody.
5-2
HEY RAY! Do you always cat
peanuts with shells? The ride
home from the Red's game
was an experience! Woody.
5-2
CODE OF Conduct for the
Empyrean Soldicr-I. I will
seek the will of El. 2. 1 will
defend my life. 3. I will defend
the life of any other. 4. I will
tend the garden. Paid for bv
The Empyreans. 9 Birchwood.
*1 A. Dayton. Ohio. 45405.
Phone: 278-3036. X-4-18-C
THE MEN OF Beta Theta Pi
would like to welcome Rav
Jessup and Stephen Barkett to
the Beta Pledge class of Delta
Phi chapter - congratulations
on pledging Beta men. 5-2
SINC ERE THANKS to the 6
Phi Kappa Tau pledges who
held up the fort while the
actives were out playing in the
woods. Who need them anyways right Boys?!? 5-2
SISTERS OF A!j>iia Xi. Thanks
tor making home such a happv
place to come back to! Xi love
& mine. Angel.
WHAT goes better with May
Da/e .% beer than fresh
roasted peanuts! Get ye.jr
peanuts from the Alphs Xi's at
Mav Daze and be a nut! 5-2
KIM A. CARRIE thank-, a lot
for s'avtng around. Watch out
for those teeth. Barflys. 5-2
WHAT SORORII Y is only 2.5
Mrof.g? 2-5
BARFLYS. I returned
down with the best.
May Da/e at the
machine. "Boomer".

to partySee you
dunking
5-2

DEAR J (and the rest of the
ZTA rugger huggcrs), thanks
for 'he advice on the cream
cheese. Stop over at n»y place
sometime and I'll show you
what the stuff s really good
for. Love. B. 5-2
STARHAVEN Tbsnk you for
your note, (by the way it is
spelt SUNTATU) Will stop by
some day to talk to you.
Suntaru. 5-2
BRIAN - WELL sweetheart
it's been I'/i yrs. since we
missed the movie, got lost in

payran.—ami Jammed—mr
gears. We've been through a
lot and I wouldn't have wanted
to miss any of it. It just gets
better and stronger all the
time. Happy one-and-a-half! I
love you. Karen. 5-2
TO THOSE WHO never receive a personal - Smile and
have a very nice day - a Wright
State student. 5-2
TO CORKY: I've been looking
forward to Friday for months,
[.lease don't disappoint me!
You know who! 5-2
LOOK OUT Alpha Gamma
Nu! The sisters of Delta Zeta
arc looking forward to Friday 1
Oh yeah, you'll look good in
what you'll be wearing!!! 5-2
SINCE PERSONALS are personal. let's get personal! But
let's keep it personal, because
personal things should be kept
to each person. Don't you
think so? After all isn't this
what personals are for? Do you
like my personality? (personally I do!) 5-2
PERSONALLY. I DON'T! 5-2

BETH POWELL: Is your favorite word "yes"? The sisters
of Delta Zeta. 5-2
ZEBO, TWO INCHES is all
you have to offer! From s very
disappointed girl. 5-2
HEY RUGGER, thanks for the
smiles sometimes I really need
it. Hugger. 5-2
TO DAVE of the furrv chin &
Donna on a very recent engagement: May you find
peace, happiness, and other
nice things like that for an
etemity or two. That large,
bulbous fellow. 4-27
10 THE THIEF who stole my
money in the Men's locker
room: from now on it's doomsday for you buddy! Signed, a
very angry victim. 4-27
BILLY MAYBERRY: I love re
.mil. s si first, second, and
third
K-t hi .me base is
lh.- nest! Carcv. 4-2"
Gao Sat:. 1 am so lucky, to
know the wonderful you. l.ov.\
F.T. 4-27
ARE YOU a senior? AetH* Life
Ins. is offering a college plan
deferred patient for all seniors.
>!0 will cover you for the first
ve.ir and the balance is not due
until five years from when you
purchase. It is very cheap now.
For more information picase
contact Larry 2: >6-2616 (office).
4-2"*

SUN TATA - Many thanks Cor
your good wishes It's nicc to
be appreciated. Stop by and
see us sometime. You know
where we are. STARHAVEN.
4-27
AN D. Robinson. Reader
4.. advisor an ai! of life's
problems. Specialize in handwriting analysis. For fre*- info
write mailbox H W . 4-20

Visitors and WSU students "exchange" ideas
May 2, 1979 DAILY GUARDIAN 7
By LORA LEWIS
commuter campus and it's hard
Guardian Aaaoelnte Writer
fo' someone new to establish an
Maija Raccvskis. cuordinalor of ongoing relationship with someInternational
Programs
for one else.
Wright State, is looking for
"A foreign student is not only
student volunteers to act as
new to college life but also to
"friends" for incoming foreign
American life," she continued.
students.
"They arc overwhelmed by the
"The whole thing is a new idea
cultural chance, as well as things
-an ongoing thing for foreign like registration, the bursar's
students." she explains. "What office and drop-add."
I want to do is to have American
To heip these students get
students interested in meeting a
settled in college life Raccvskis
foreign student and being that
hopes to pair each one off with an
student's "peer companion."
established student as soon as
RACEVSK1S EXPLAINED some possible after their arrival.
of the problems which face a new
RACEVSKIS DESCRIBED the
foreign student. "We arc a duties of a 'peer companion' as

being the same as a friend. "They
can help with getting started,
things like grocery shopping,
setting up their banking..." she
said.
"In addition, they would act as
a sounding board for them, to go
to and gripe or just to share
experiences." she said. The
American students also provide a
chance for the foreign students to
practice their conversation privately.
"This is not a formula for
instant friendship." Racevskis
cautioned, "but an opportunity to
get to know each other." While
she hopes to provide each new

student with a companion tor at
Students who arc interested in
least his first quarter on campus, a particular language, country or
she hopes that the students will field of study may ask for a combecome friends and continue their panion with similar interests, and
relationship.
Raccvskis hopes to be able to pair
"THE AMERICAN student can them off accordinelv.
learn an enormous amount by
RACEVSKIS WANTS to begin
seeing America through the eyes
of the foreign student." she the program next fall when the
greatest
number of foreign stupointed out. "Both students
dents arrive, although there are
stand to gain a great deal."
Raccvskis is looking for stu- new ones each quarter. This
dents who are willing to be spring she will conduct a workavailable whenever their com- shop-discussion to prepare the
panion needs them. The use of a students and plan their duties.
car would be helpful, as most Anyone interested should contact
foreign students lack transporta- her at the Student Development
tion during the first quarter here. Office.

Uncle Sam and ROTC look for summer recruits
leadership, practical manageBy CAROL A. HOWELL
ment. map reading and land
Guardian Associate Writer
navigation, and introduction to
Anyone who missed the first
two years of Army ROTC classes tactics. Akcr explained.
Aker said that the summei
at Wright State will have a chance
to make them up this summer at camp is not like regular Army
basic training with its harsh
camp.
According to Capt. Stephen discipline because ROTC is a
Akcr of the WSU ROTC Office, gentleman's or women's course.
students must usually take cer- But it is "physically and mentally
tain military science classes their demanding." The purpose of
Ireshman and sophomore years to ROTC is to train managers and
be eligible for ROTC service. For leaders. Aker said.
The camp "doesn't obligate
those who missed the classes.
Aker said, the Army will hold anyone to anything." Aker
stated.
If students wish to go on
three sessions of basic camp this
summer at Fort Knox in Ken- into ROTC when they return to
school, they may then make the
tucky.
IN THE no-obligation summer decision to obligate themselves.
AKER SAID many students
camp, students will learn about
ROTC and some general military "don't want to get into ROTC
skills, including introduction to because they don't want to learn

Student voices
complaint
\ccntinued from page 11
oo the A.cudemi.- Council, there is
still a problem of a college (not
having representation)."
That will leave "seven Caucus
members and si* student seats or
the council.
"I'm rather worried about tl.c
implications of this (the passage
of the constitutional amendment)
at a tiine when students from the
school of Medicine, which is still
in its infancy, are striving to be
more a part of the Wright State
community.

"THE ACADEMIC Council
makes decisions that affect students throughout the University,
whatever school or college they
attend.
'Evervbodv navs bucks to the
Bursar - this entitles us to representation.
"When the Academic Council
makes no decisions that affect the
Med school in any way. shape, or
form, only then will I say the
Medical School doesn't need representation."

to kill people." but that "people
have to know the need for
national defense." This attitude
is part of the Vietnam syndrome
where people are down on the
military. Aker said.
Qualifications to attend the
camp are passing a physical and
the CED, the Cadet Evaluation
Battery, a two hour test. Those
who wish to attend should also be
at least part time college students.
In exchange for attending the
camp, students will be paid $450
and will be reimbursed for transportation to the camp unless
transportation is furnished.
ANYONE INTERESTED in attending the camp, which will be
held May 21-June 28.

11-July 19. and Julv 9-August 16.
should contact Capt. Aker at the

MAKE MONEY TO BURN
from

BUCKEYE BIOLOGICALS
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We need plasma— will pay you $10.00 every time you donate.

Bring a friend and receive a $1.00 bonus!
Return this Coupon for an additional $1.00 bonus!!
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You can donate two times each week.
M.D. on premise* . Fully trained stall. Licensed Medic,>1
Technologist >n dutv at all times. For more inform*;-™
call 223-5770
Karn At I.east
Cash Borui >.
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81."»G.00 \ Ouarter!
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Plan Available:
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SEE WHY WRIGHT STATE'S LEADING PHOTOGRAPHERS

V,S,T

FAiRboRN CAMERA

DARK ROOM SPECIALISTS
AGFA. ILFORD AND KODAK PAPERS
TRADES WELCOME
DISCOUNT HOUSE PRICES
CAMERA 8TORE KNOW-HOW
OPEN DULY 9 AM - 6 PM
CLOSED WED I SUN
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COPY EDITOR JOB OPENING —
HAVE YOU ALWAYS FANCIED YOURSELF AS
A STICKLER FOR DETAILS...

ftuto!iau£
BMW
DATSUN

WSU ROTC office in the Physical
Education Building.

WE COULD USE
A
It'll A -

PERSON LIKE YOU!

Apply now at the Guardian Office 046 U.C. for
Copy Editor position. Work study or Regular work.
Good familiarity with grammar and writing. PAID position.
Experience helpful but not necessary.

8 DAILY GUARDIAN Mav J. 1979

Bourbon

Let* face tt. •
Bourbon, for «& its 1
rich tradition and 1
character, may beat
too Intense foraome]
to enjoy as a straight

there's Kentucky
the light, delicious
tarn that's mellowed
|||Jpralflavors,with
pnof sweetness,
too stiff, not too stuffy.
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Creative expression part of WSU curriculum
winter, and a spring writing Gary Pacernick. associate profesworkshop. A recent addition to sor of English.
The major part of the WSU
these programs is the current
creative writing seminar which program, however, consists of
can be taken for graduate or regular creative writing courses.
Baiter and Pacernick. for examundergraduate credit.
ple. teach courses in short story
THIS SEMINAR is being con
ducted by visiting short story and poetry writing. They stress
author Carol Berge, who is also the development of their stuteaching an introductory course in dents' writing skills, including
creative writing. Prerequisites for the sometimes difficult task of
the seminar are cither a begin- coming up with new ideas, and
ning or intermediate course in the build-up of the writers' concreative writing or acceptance of a fidence.
Students in Baker's classes
short story by creative writing
instructors Dr. William Baker. have to write four short stories
during
a term. They read a few
ri
e
» ""K •" "• .„ professor of English, and Dr.

By KAREN MCAGEE
Guardian Special Writer
Fx pressing yourself is sometimes hard, tiut if you fee! an
urgent need to share your
thoughts with the world, creative
writing, as presented through
several Wright State English Department courses, may be just the
thing for you.
WSU. which has been offering
creative writing courses for 15
years, presently provides a variety of such programs, including
introductory courses in the fall,
two intermediate courses in short

liitufY an1?

professional stories and examine
the qualities in them that make
them successful, but. Baker
noted, "the major text for the
course is the stories the students
write."
BAKER SAID that he is interested in the ways found by students to reveal the "truth" about
some aspect of human nature
with which they arc concerned.
He tells his students to write from
ihrir own exoericnccs and "put a
little surprise in it."
"No one sees the world in
exactly the same way. Everyone
has a different way, a vital way,

a creative way of looking at the
worlQ. All you need to do in
writing is to find how to express
your way of seeing the world."
Baker explained.
To take a beginning or intermediate
creative
writing
course a student must first have
completed the basic English requirements: English 111 and 112.
or the equivalent. To take an
advanced creative writing course
a student must have completed
either a beginning/intermediate
course or have obtained recommendation from the instructor.

A-Frame dwelling provides food, atmosphere
faith in higher education. However, Gian stresses the name of
Campus Ministry because it promotes "an ecumenical approach
If you wanted an alternative to to ministry on the college camCrock Pot food, where could you pus."
Go? Or. if you wanted to know
IN FACT, Campus Ministry
how your personal faith could staffers Approach ther? work as a
relate to your college curriculum, team rather than competing
against one another. The responwhere could you go? Maybe
you're looking for a nice, quiet
sibility is divided between the
four staff members so there is no
atmosphere in which you and
your friends could relax and talk one "director" of the center. For
instance. Rev. Becky Fisher repover the day's activities, but
resents nine Protestant denominawhere on campus could you go?
The A- frame building located in tions. the Rev. Ray Leurck and
the woods near the Allvn Hall Bonutti represent the Catholic
Church, and Ms.< Terry Olding
parking lot may be your answer.
The building, often referred to helps all three ministers with
as the Newman Center, is the their administrative needs.
The staff of Campus Ministry
place from which the Wright
State Campus Ministry directs its accordingly view their role as
programs. According to brother two-fold. According to Bonutti.
Gian (pronounced "John") Bonut- the first function of the center is
ti. third year staff member at the to form a "ministry of presence center, the A-frame acquired its a place which is open to students
name from John Ntwisian. a for them to come." That is. it's an
Catholic minister who dedicated "invitation rather than coercion."
his life to studying the impact of Secondly, it is a "ministry of outBy MICHEAL R. TUTTEROW
Guardian Special Writer

reach," a sharing of faith with
students at Wright State - a "get
to know and be known" approach.
In order to meet the goals of
"presence" and "outrcach." the
center offers a variety of services
for students, including two worship services - Sunday at 11 a.m.
and Thursday at 12:15 p.m. Every
Tuesday from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. the center offers an alternative lunch. The meal consists of a
variety of vegetarian delights as
well as a warm atmosphere in
vhich they can be shared. On

Fridays at 10 a.m. and 12 noon where they want to be." Inthe center sponsors a "film-fcst." terested students may contact any
one of the staff members by

Films
to grow by

The films deal with areas of
personal growth and understanding and the topics range from
death and dying to friendships
and relationships.
,
THE CAMPUS Ministry exists I
for all students in an effort to helpl
them "go from where they are toj^

phoning 426-1836 or bv stopping
by the A-frame building located
in the woods neat the Allyn Hal.
parking lot. You'll find the atmosphere "heavenly."

CASH
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Crockpot
Lunch Specials
(in the basement of Millett)

Mon: Cheeseburger, milk shake, med. fr. fr. $1.50
LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

Declaration of War

Cheeseburger, med. bev.„ roed. fr. fr. $ 1.30

EL, Almighty Creator, does with flourished language, that His
enemies may remain in the confusion to which they have brought
themselves; docs declare WAR upon His enemies.
THAT they may tremble in fear, they are sealed to destruction.
THE Hosts of EL shall sing triumphant. He calls His Armies to
assemble. His Battle Groups shall grind His enemies. His Wings
shall encircle them. His Legions shall rest in victory. His Regiments
will dance to His g'ory. His Squads shall stand forth in honor. His
Teams will reflect His Love. His meek shall inheret His promise.
TAKE heed. O! thou enemy of EL: I am that I am. and My
enemies less than nothing. EL has retaken the world. He is Lord.
Know. O! man. that the earth is His. Who shall stand before Htm in
anger? He shall protect those that love Him; His enemies shall
vanish as dust before a strong gale.
HIS Host shall use the swords of His enemies for plowshares;
their mighty weapons shall not avaU; His lovers shall abide in peace
forever.
EL accepts nothing less than unconditional surrender; then shall
He speak terms.
paid for by

THE EMPYREANS
9Mck~*4#lA
Daytaa.OW.4S4

ptam 37S-NM

LEGAL NOTICE

and

LE TAL NOTICE

Tues: Grilled cheese, soup.med. $1.25
Wed: Hot dog, milk shake, med. fr. fr. $1.30
and
Hot dog, med. bev., med. fr. fr.. $ 1.20
Thurs: Double Burger, milkshake, med. fr. fr. $1 80
and
Double Burger, med bev. med. fr.fr. $1.70
Fri: Fish & Chips, milk shake, $1.45
and
Fish & Chips, med. bev $ 1 35
**************************
s**********************
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Spring fever hits
Wright State
J u t like • Pheonli oat of aahea. winter make* way for apring aad
laa't H amazing the number of change* a Httle warmth and sunshine
can bring to the face of a tired old campaaT
It wasn't all that long ago that snow littered the ground and coata
were a necessity. Bat as the pictures on this page ahow, grasa la
now long enough to warrant mowing.
Treea, just beginning to bud earlier thla quarter, are sprouting
leaves and people have the opportunity to undress just a bit and do
something athletic on the quad.
It's debatable whether the walk from the Bonnie Villa apartments
still requires a jacket. And minds are already turning to the "lazy,
hazy, crazy daya of summer."
You remember, don't you? "The daya of hotdogs and pretzels
and beer."
Anyway, these photos offer one point of view on how the Wright
Stale campus looks when the snow melts.
We tried to make the pictures as lewd as poaalble for you.
But we couldn't find any subjecta.
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Raider softballers pitch in for 13-6 record
By GRANGER BUTLER
Guard k n Aaaocfate Writer
The 13-6 Raider softbali team
has improved since the beginning
of the season, el least, the
statistics reveal such a fact to be
true.
During the week of April 16 to
ihe 21 the Raiders played eight
games. On Tuesday of that week
'hey pluyed Cedarville College in
a aouble header. WSU ksst the
first game, but came K«ck to
easily win the second round.
Miami swept both games in the
twin bill on Wednesday. WSU
defeated Central State on Friday
in another double header. The
second game of that series was
214 WSU's favor. Saturday.
April 21. the Raiders whipped
Wheaton. Illinois and Sinclair

Community College.
The most successful hitter on
the Green and Gold side of the
fence, was sophomore Marty
Corley. Gut of J8 at bats Corley
connected on 13 of them. She
slammed two home runs, two
doubles, nine singlrs, which lead
her to 11 runs batted in for the
week. Additionally, she scored 14
runs the most of anyone on the
team.
ANOTHER RAIDER doing well
is sophomore Lorraine "Kub"
Kubas/ewski. She had her moment in the limelight in the CSU
slaughter. She hit three singles, a
double, a triple, and a home run.
For freshman Theresa Cox it
was also a Tine batting. She only
got 12 chances to prove herself at
the plate, but made very good use
of them. She hit seven singles and

NCAA finds WSU up to par
Wright State's golf team received an invitation from the
NCAA this week for their second
straighl invitation to the Division
II Golf Championships in Davis.
California.
Ihe WSU linksmen certainly
didn't hurt their chances last
Friday and Saturday when they
»on toe college division championship at the Falcon all-Ohio
Invitational at Bowling Green.
Senior Tim O'Neal (Fairborn
Maker) again led the way for
Wright State, firing a 71/76=147
for medalist honors aiuong the
college division players.
Overall, the Raiders finished
fifth in the 12-teani event. The

four teams finishing ahead of
WSU were Division I squads.
The Raider* are the only Division II team entered in this
weekend's Spartan Invitational at
Michigan State. Wright State
is among a field of 23 teams which
include such golf powerhouses as
Ohio State and host Michigan
State.
Balance has been Ihe key to the
Raider's sucess this year with all
six regulars firing a low score in
at least one event. O'Neal, who
finished in a tic for 20th place at
last year's NCAA championships,
has been coming on strong of
late, averaging 74 strokes per
round over his last six outings.

Thurston, who scored 13 runs and
two RBI's which gave her S83
hit nine singles, but oddly enough
average.
This pa-.t week April 22-28 she failed to knock anvone in.
some of the hitting up allotcd to a
different set of players. Outfielder Mandy Wilson knocked in
seven runs, and scored seven
K I B AND CORLEY both kept
herself she also hit 10 singles,
and two triples for a .650 average, their averages up. Between them
they scored 13 runs. 12 singles,
the highest of the week.
Senior Cindy Mercer banged • and a double and a triple. They
combined
to bat in 13 women
six singles, ar.d one of four home
runs lor the week. She batted in runners. Freshman pitcher Kathy
five runs giving her a .368 Eigcl scored twice and hit two
average. The outstanding player singles with only four visits to the
though was freshman Donna plate.

Individual
averages

TECHNICIAL

Pilot Trainees
Aircraft Maintenance
Computer Technology
Engineering (Civil/Marine/
Mechanical
Electrical/Electronic)
Nuclear Power
Ocean Systems
Other scientific/technical specialties

Business Administration
Communications
Legal
Personnel
Security/ Intelligence
Supply finance/Accounting
Other general categories

QUALIFICATIONS:
College seniors may apply pending graduation. Other undergraduate students may inquire for career planning information.
Relocation overseas or domestically required. Rigorous mental and
physical examinations and security clearance are required.

BENEFITS:

Management trainees can expect an excellent benefits package with
i* days annual vacation, generous medical/dental/life insurance
'overages, and ether tax free incentives. A planned promotion
Program is included.

PROCEDURE:
S'e your campus placement counselor to sign up for an interview
*"h Navy Program Representatives, or call 1-800-282-1288 (toll
free) or write to: Navy Recruiting District (OPO)
200N. High St.. Room 60">
Columbus. Ohio 43215
^ l " * 1 Opportunity Employer. U.S. Citizenship required

The two best smackers of the
cowhide arc Corley at .379 and
Wilson at .408.

$30,000 *
of your tuition money. Today you will be voting
for next year's representatives to Student Caucus.
How often, if ever, do you have a chance to
determine the fate of your tuition money?

VOTE TODAY!!
ALLYNHALL 5-9pmTues., 10*9pm Wed.,Thurs.
MILLET HALL 10-9pm Wed.,Thurs.
UNiV LIBRARY 10-9pm Wed.,Thurs.

]

GENERAL

Corley with three doubles leads
that area. Wilson. Cathy Puka.
and Louis Gebhart are tied with
two triples apiece. Mercer and
Corley (three each) lock up the
home run category. Once again,
the mighty Corley leads in RBI's
with 23.

Student Caucus representatives control

UNIV CENTER 9-7pm Wed.,Thurs.

u S GOVERNMENT OPPORTUNITY
OPENING FOR TECHNICAL
AND GENERAL MANAGEMENTGRADUAT
Uniformed military divisions of >he Departmem of the Navy will
v isit the campus for interviews with college' seniors interested in the
following positions:

For the whole season the
leaders in the various departments are as follows: Corley with
26 runs, Thurston has 23 singles.

-look for the tables¥ VOTE YES VFOR THE CONSTITUTIONAL ADMENDMENTS

oQ

VOUHAVE AN UNCONTROLLABLE

URGE

STRAIGHTEN

THIS COPY?

PART—TIME STUDENT JOB OPENING
The DAILY GUARDIAN is actively seeking an individual
with a sense of aesthetics and a knack for tedious detail.
Apply now for this PAID position (Work study only) as a
COPY LAYOUT DESIGNER at the DAILY GUARDIAN
Office 046 U. C. Experience helpful but not necessary.
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Umpire finds Musketeers a "forfeitable" cause
ByBOB CANADY
Guardian Staff W r i t e *
The W r i g h t State baseball team
received its weirdest, easiest, an 1
most controversial win of the
season Monday afternoon in their
so-called game w i t h the Xavier
Musketeers.
W S U held a 3-0 lead in the top
o f the t h i t d inning when the
Xovier Batter singled harmlessly
to right field. However, he was to
be the last batter o f the day when
[he home plate umpire stormed
over to the Xavier bench a n d
started an all-out shouting m»tch
with Head Coach Gordon Vetorino.
No one
all about
seconds
thumbed

really knows what it was
but w i t h i n a matter of
Vetorino
had
been
out o f the game. He

argued for a few more minutes
before leaving the field. When he
finally left afl appeared to be
settled, but the umpire noticed
Vetorino was standing behind his
team's dugout and insisted that
Vetorino leave the field completely. Vetorino argued back by
saying. " I ' m out o f the park, this
is n o j the playing field. What do
you want me to do. go sit in my
car for fout hours? Just get on
w i t h the g a m e . "
f i l l U M P I R E would have none
of this and warned the Xavier
coach if he d i d n ' t leave immediately his team would forfeit
the game. Vetorino didn't budge.
The umpire threw his hands up in
the air and exclaimed. " T h a t ' s
i t . Twenty minutes u n t i l the
second g a m e , " and stormed off

BOOKIE PARLOR
2027 WAYNE AVE.
Dayton.Ohio 256-6806
Across from the Forest

New A back issues

COMICS
POSTERS

Supplies & related items

Reserve service

Posters by the best Comic 4 sci-fic artists
Including over 85 Different Frazetta

lOOO's OF USED PAPERBACKS
M o n . t h r u Fri. 11a.m.-8p.m.
Sat. 11 a.m.-6p.m.

DAYTON'S MOST COMPLETE
COMIC BOOK STORE

the
field,
leaving
everyone
scratching their heads as to what
t o do.
Both Vetorino and Raider coach
Ron Nischwitz had talks w i t h their
players and prepared for the
second game. There was talk
among the Xavier players that
they would not play the second
game w i t h those t w o umpires.
When the umpires finally d i d
r e t u r n after the twenty minutes
they told both coaches they would
have an additional IS minutes. It
appeared that everything was
settled. Nischwitz had made out
his lineup for the game and the
Raiders were readv to take the
field.
However. Xavier wss not ready
as Vetorino was still talking to the
umpires. Nischwitz went over and
j o i n e d the discussion. Shortly
thereafter the umpires again left
the field, this t i m e not to r e t u r n .
Nischwitz explained. " 1 went
over and asked the umpires if we
were going to play. The ump told
me Vetorino was still deciding if
his team could play w i t h these
umpires and get a fair game. I
said we have already waited long
enough, let's get going with i t . A t
that time the umpires left the
field."
According to some of the
Xavier players, the whole t h i n g
evolved out of a misunderstanding in what was being yelled f r o m
the Xavier bench.
W H E N T H E B A T T E R singled
to r i g h t , seme o f the players

veiled that he was running like
" B a l l . " a nickname given for •
slow moving player on the Xavier
team. The Musketeer players said
that the umpire then came over t o
their bench after that and stated.
" I f I h r a r any more complaints
about balls and strikes I ' m going
to clear you all out o f here,
starting w i t h you (pointing to
Vetorino)."
misunderstanding
what the players were referring
to.
Vetorino then pointed out that
the umpire couldn't hear correctly
f r o m where he stood at the plate,
and the umpire argued back.
Vetorino was puzzied by the
whole thing. " I think he gol upset
over nothing. T h i s is no mark
against the University or the
team. They have a fine team,
f r o m what I saw of t h e m . I t ' s just
a shame we had to make this far
of a t r i p for a three inning game-.
Hopefully we can- reschedule
another game for some t i m e next
week."
NISCHWITZ DISAGREED with
Xavier's stcry. " I think their
pitcher had been complaining
about balls and strikes d u r i n g the
game. The coach (Vetorino) said
he questioned the umpires. He
thought he was g u e s s i n g , " said
Nischwitz.
Nischwitz said he was disappointed in not getting to play the
game. " I sure wanted to play. It
looked like we had an opportunity
to w i n . " he explained. " T h e
umpires took that chance away by
not playing the second g a m e . "
M e m b e r s o f the Raiders were
also upset about the situation.
Freshman
Don
Brown commented. " I think what the umpire
did was pretty bush. H e got upset
over something that m i n o r . "
Tony Adkins f r o m Meadowdale
was :he designated hitter d u r i n g
the game. He got one chance to
bat. walked and scored. He too
was unhappy about the situation.
" W e all wanted to p l a y . " A d k i n s
remarked. " W e wanted to take
t w o today. We were all confident
before the game.
' T h e w i n d was b l o w i n g out
also t o d a y . " Adkins continued.
" T h a t is very rare that the w i n d
blows out on this field. I f you
could get it (the ball) up i n the air,
it would go o u t . "
SENIOR D A V E B E R R Y e i pressed his feelings. " 1 think it
was pretty poor. I ' v e never seen

HOW TO REACH THOUSANDS
OF STUDENTS AT
A COMMUTER UNIVERSITY
EASY, CALL

873-2505
The Daily Guardian
Reaching thousands of students who commute to school,
then leave heller skelter can
be a problem. We do it
everyday.
That's why most university
groups let the The Daily
Guardian
advertising crew
help t h e m reach today's students. W e give t h e m something
that they can take home. You
can too. Easy, call 8''3-2505.
A l l members oi" the W r i g h t
State Community receive special reduced prices o n display
advertising.

GIVE THEM SOMETHING
THA T THEY CAN TAKE HOME!

anything like this happen before.
I think it was more fault of the
u m p i r e t h a n the other c o a c h . "
Berry led o f f the Raiders' f l n t
i n n i n g w i t h a double to left center
field. " W h e n the w i n d blows out
of here you can get it out o f the
p a r k . " he said. " W e could have
taken t w o today. W e are t r y i n g t o
get back to .500 and have a
w i n n i n g season. Nisch has never
had a losing season since he has
been h e r e . " he explained.
Brown also commented on the
season so far. " T h e first part o f
the season has been a n i g h t m a r e .
Right now we are t r y i n g to forget
the past and look towards the
f u t u r e . " he said. " I hope we can
get back up to .500 or better soon.
I also hope to get some p l a y i n g
t i m e in the last part o f the season
and try and be ready for next
year."
The Radiers received a 7-0 w i n
for the first game. None of the
stats o f the forfeited game count
for any of the players. No r u l i n g
has been made on the second
game as o f yet. Nischwitz said
they w i l l probably have to go to
the N C A A rules committee t o see
what they say about it.

W5U
tennis

Good competition kept the
W r i g h t State men's tennis t e a m
f r o m raising their record over 500
last week as they smashed Bluffton 9-0, b u t then lost t o Morehead
State 8-1.
B l u f f t o n provided virtually no
competition as the Raiders breezed t h r o u g h the match w i t h o u t
losing a set. G r e g Milano. Eric
Gillispie. and the number one
doubles team of Dave McSemek
and M a r k Beckdahl shut out their
opponents 6-0.6-0. McSemek and
Beckdahl both won their singles
by scores of 6-1, 6-1. and M a r k
C u n d i f f a n d Donny Jackson were
also winnersA R E M A T C H w i t h a very good
Morehead Stete. however, dropped the team's record to 7-7.
In maybe their biggest w i n of
the year, senior Beckdahl. and
sophomore McSemek won a three
set n:atch against their Morehead
State opponents 5-7. 6-2, 6-3. " h
was a gtvat w i n for them, and a
great match t o w a t c h . " commented Coach Cleveland.
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$5.00Bonus for first time donors with this ad
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